Adopting the latest version of Drupal is more than “migrating”: Whether you are transitioning from an older version of Drupal OR you are moving to Drupal from another content management platform, it’s the right time to reevaluate your entire approach to enterprise content management.

Progressive organizations turn to Drupal for its flexibility and extensibility. From the moment they start migrating to 3-4 years down the road when they want to extend and enhance Drupal, they turn to Acquia for help. Acquia has unique technology solutions that enhance every phase in the life cycle of a Drupal application: Migrate, Build, Run, Enhance, and Extend.
Acquia Developer Studio has a variety of solutions to shorten development timelines. For example, Cloud IDE's offer a Drupal tuned dev environment in the browser. No need to set up a local machine or worry about the latest tools to write effective Drupal code - we offer that as a service. Start writing code in minutes.

DIFFERENTIATORS

- Unmatched flexibility and extensibility by harnessing the power of the Drupal Community and 45,000 active modules
- The ease of use of a templated site builder COMBINED with the enterprise feature library, security and scalability of a traditional CMS
- World-class governance, security and support backed by a 99.95% SLA
- The option to configure your CMS in a traditional or decoupled manner. Giving organizations the ability to deploy content on any digital channel — web, mobile, conversational interface and more.

THE LIFEBLOOD OF A DIGITAL EXPERIENCE IS CONTENT

Acquia’s Drupal Cloud helps you get your customers the content they want. Learn more at acquia.com/drupalcloud

CUSTOMERS

Acquia Cloud is the preferred Cloud for enterprise, mission critical Drupal sites. It’s solely focused on Drupal and provides the highest security standards in the industry, 99.95% guaranteed uptime, application monitoring and a 24X7X365 support model.

SiteFactory provides a centralized governance console to launch and manage multiple sites. With granular roles and permissions it provides corporate oversight and freedom for the lines of business to create their own sites, within certain parameters.

RUN

Acquia Site Studio is the only low-code solution that empowers business users and marketers to make content, design and layout changes to their respective site / pages. With a visual user interface, it requires no technical knowledge to play a role in building and updating sites.

ENHANCE

Acquia’s open API’s, vast network of tech partnerships, and account support team make it easy to decide how to extend your Drupal application when new capabilities are needed.

EXTEND

Acquia Migrate Re-Platform: Migrate from any CMS to Drupal up to 5 times faster by leveraging pre-built and tested automations for content & data migrations.

Acquia Migrate Accelerate: Speed up your Drupal 7 to Drupal 9 migrations by up to 50%. Leverage an intuitive UI and comprehensive migration set-up built by Acquia’s Drupal experts.
SUCCEED

In addition to value-add technology, Acquia offers professional services, as needed, to help companies migrate to Drupal.

While many organizations have an experienced partner who understands Acquia and Drupal, there are others who need some help devising a short and long term plan to be successful. Acquia’s Professional Services has the best Acquia Product and Drupal implementation experts in the world to help you meet your project goals and ambitions. We can work in a flexible fashion, offering a range of training, expert help and advice, and implementation engagements to help your organization meet deadlines and ambitious technical goals. Sample offerings we provide include:

- Drupal 8 developer training and certification.
- Future State Planning to provide recommendations on how Acquia solutions can get you to the next level of technical and/or business objectives.
- Drupal 9 Readiness to evaluate your Drupal 8 application’s readiness to update to Drupal 9.
- Architecture Planning to create a technical blueprint for implementation that meets your DXP requirements.
- Launch Readiness to ensure your application follows security best practices and meets your performance goals.
- Custom Consulting with a Professional Services expert to guide your team through your digital transformation on the Acquia Platform.
- Acquia Site Studio Readiness to provide hands-on training and guidance to implement Site Studio.

Next steps:
To learn more about how Acquia can help meet your needs, contact your account representative today or visit Acquia.com/products/drupalcloud.
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